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Customs intercept boat with five
tonnes of hashish: See Inside Today

Spain pulls frigate from
U.S. Gulf mission amid
differences over Iran
S

pain has withdrawn a
act as a serious and reliable partner as
frigate from a U.S.-led napart of the European Union and
val group in the Gulf bewithin NATO.” While the European
cause it was now focusUnion shares some U.S. concerns
ing on alleged threats from Iran
about Iran, including its involvement
rather than an agreed objective to
in Syria’s war, it still backs a 2015 inmark a historic seafaring anniverternational nuclear deal with Tehran
sary, the Spanish government said .
from which U.S. President Donald
“The U.S. government has taken a
Trump withdrew a year ago.
decision outside of the framework
Trump, now trying to isolate Iran,
of what had been agreed with the
has reimposed sanctions on it and
Spanish Navy,” acting Defence
sent the aircraft carrier and B-52
Minister Margarita Robles told rebombers to the Middle East in a move
porters in Brussels. That led to the
Washington said aimed to offset
temporary pullout of the 215-sailor
threats from Iran to American forces
Mendez Nunez from the group led
in the region.
by aircraft carrier USS Abraham LinTrump is also seeking to cut off
Spanish frigate leading U.S. Task Group. Both the Abraham Lincoln and the Mendez Nuñez Iran’s oil exports to pressure the Iscoln as the mission no longer had
visited Palma last month.
the objective of celebrating 500
lamic Republic to renegotiate stricter
years since the first circumnavigalimits on its nuclear programme and
tion of the world, as envisaged by a biRobles said Spain respected the U.S. dethe group as soon as it returns to its
drop support for proxy forces in Syria,
lateral U.S.-Spanish agreement, she said. cision to focus on Iran and would rejoin
original task, adding: “Spain will always
Iraq, Lebanon and Yemen.

Ministers agree Prime
Minister must ratify
Brexit deal by summer
break : See Inside

